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A colourful network is helping to bring in orders for a signage firm, which supplements its core business
with specialities like individualised sun awnings. The team are all-rounders – just like their Nyala 2 large
format printer. And the projects they handle have gained in breadth and depth thanks to this acquisition.
”We operate in a creative environment”,
states Gerry Meier. A colourful community
is indeed at work on the former Viscose
factory site near Lucerne. Up until the end
of the 20th century, synthetic yarns used to
be spun here and exported around the
world. Today, the industrial site is subdivided into numerous units, and businesses
like ‘AST beschriftet AG’ along with
architects, artists and the Lucerne School
of Art and Design have breathed new life
into the grey halls. The canyons between
them even served as a film set recently.
Gerry Meier laughs: ”One evening I
stumbled directly into a scene”. From this
embarrassing situation a conversation
arose, which ultimately led to orders for
props. ”Many projects just kind of happen”, he grins. ”We have never done any
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Lettering and more
While the core business centres on sign-

and-butter business at AST beschriftet AG.
But for a stand at a construction trade fair,
the team dipped deeper into their bag of
tricks. Copper, clay, oak, shuttering panels,
roughly sawn and varnished spruce
needed doing-up for appeal to architects.
The standard demanded was high, recalls
Gerry Meier: ”The base material had to stay
discernible and aesthetic”. When it came to
doing the job, the team simply dusted off
and degreased the various substrates
before printing them directly on the Nyala 2.
The customer made a successful showing

Investment works out
According to Gerry Meier, he much prefers
it when the thing that matters is quality,
rather than speed. ”We try to combine the
two.” This concept fits well with the Nyala 2
precision printer, which Meier praises both
for its productivity and print quality. As he
knows: ”Being so hugely versatile, the
Nyala 2 is kept busy every day”. In addition
to CMYK, the large format printer is also
equipped with light colours, white, primer
and varnish. Considering the printer’s
moderate ink consumption and the
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beschriftet AG’ can now offer more than
it used to. ”Because we know things will
work, we can present a far more confident
pitch”, concludes Gerry Meier.
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